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Let me paint a picture of the last wedding we did. The bride’s father and
paymaster general insisted his daughter sing with us for a feature number. This
is usually a danger sign for all bands. If they give you a key, they won’t sing
in it and if they don’t, they won’t sing in the one you choose but politeness,
professionalism and above all else, the prospect of not being paid intervene, so
you have to say yes.

The evening was splendid and the setting - a garden bordering the Thames in
a very nice part of Surrey - was memorable. As is so often the case, the number
singled out for musical infamy was ”Hotel California” although my memory
long ago went into self-denial, mercifully trying to deny the whole thing ever
happened. As is normal of weddings, the whole of the bride’s side were on one
side of the marquee and were glaring at the groom’s side on the other. In the
middle, several drunks splashed happily on the ground in a one inch deep beer
pond like recently landed fish.

The bride was a lovely young woman, demure, attractive and in the jargon
of bands everywhere, fit. The band swept into action like a well-oiled machine.
Tight, confident and wearing the grin that only comes when a band hits its
groove, we swept through the early bits of this magnificent Eagles number before
seguing to a nice diminuendo to bring in the singer. The bride’s father looked
proudly on and the audience politely hushed and waited expectantly.

Into the middle of this musical offering, a noise not unlike an Apache heli-
copter, close up and personal with chain gun going full blast, intruded. ”On
a dark desert highway ....” it screamed. The audience, previously profoundly
uninterested in music or indeed anything other than the fountains of free drink,
collectively gasped and a look of horror suddenly began to appear, penetrating
the thick atmosphere of mutual loathing which permeates such occasions. Even
the wriggling objects on the floor pathetically tried to swim for the exit. ”...
what a wonderful trip, what a wonderful trip ...” it crashed on. Screams rang
out although few could hear them - truly in Virginia Water, nobody can hear
you scream.

The mighty engine room of the Juniper Hill Blues Band battled manfully on,
playing instruments one handed whilst wrapping the other limb as tightly as
possible over the ears. Meanwhile, a desperate onlooker made a valiant leap for
the PA system to pull the plug out, hoping to save the planet and the hearing
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acuity of the citizens of North East Surrey. Sadly, it made no difference. The
bride had a built in PA system in comparison with which the fine products
of Mackie1 systems paled into aural inadequacy. Could her name possibly be
Decibel ?

”How they dance in the courtyard ...”; the song soared to new aural heights
as the sound battered audience fought to get out of the tent. Ducks on the
river took flight crashing into trees in panic and household pets took off like
antelopes. The bride’s father passed out. Only the groom, a life-long Manchester
City supporter and profoundly deaf, looked on through his eye-brow metalwork
and tattoos in frank admiration. Meanwhile, the band were folding under the
strain. The keyboard player lay blinking underneath his Roland which had now
launched automatically into Antonio Carlos Jobim’s greatest Bossa Nova hits.
The drummer was hiding in the kit having pulled the cymbals in over his head.
The bass player lay supine and unconscious and the trombone player, oblivious
as ever, played his note alternately beaming at what was left of the audience
who lay catatonic amongst the upturned furniture and ham sandwiches.

”They stab it with their steely knives, but they just can’t kill the beast ...”
trilled the bride. ”Too f**king true” bellowed the best man cutting his way out
of the side of the marquee to avoid the human detritus blocking the doorway.
The panic had spread. Moored boats were taking off like the Cowes power boat
race and planes were being diverted from Heathrow. The ensuing tsunami of
sound swept outwards.

”Last thing I remember, I was running for the door ...”, the bride thundered
girlfully on, oblivious to any previous conventions concerning volume, tone,
pitch or the Geneva Convention. The rest of the marquee lay silent where they
had fallen, bubbling gently into the beer. The few survivors were throwing
themselves into the nearby Thames to sluice out damaged and bleeding ear-
drums to salvage some remnant of hearing.

”You can check-out any time you like, but you can never leaveeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
!”, the bride triumphantly screeched and stepped back in pride standing on the
unconscious bass player waiting for the guitar solo to come. It didn’t. In a
frantic effort to avoid the rising crescendo, the guitarist had jammed a cocktail
sausage in each ear rather too forcibly and lay face-down, twitching amidst the
beer and microphone cables, looking as if a giant worm was eating his brain.

The noise gradually died away. It seemed as though the earth itself heaved
a sigh of relief as silence ensued broken only by occasional bubbling whimpers
from the carnage in front and a few last light bulbs exploding. The groom
approached taking his bride in hand. ”That was really good”. Such is the
blindness or should I say deafness of love.

So, let this be a warning to all those budding bands out there. Don’t do
weddings if you value your hearing.

1Sponsorship offers to lesh@oakcomp.co.uk please.
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